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An inside view of a traffic box with the LMS II control system installed.

METROPOLITAN’S CONTROL CAPABILITIES
Now more than ever, Water and Wastewater Treatment Plants are relying on our dependable wet well level
control. Metropolitan’s LMS II Level Management System is a pre-programmed, high performance wet well
level controller that gives users access to basic SCADA features at a cost-effective price.
The latest Out-Of-The-Box control system has customers raving about its ease of use and added features
that are simple to operate and invaluable to their operations.
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Touch screen interface and remote access are part of the many features that our latest communication
products include.

Continued from page 1

The LMS II can be accessed remotely
and controlled via a laptop or directly
on the touch screen at a lift station.
With either an existing Internet
connection or cell modem, and
Metropolitan’s own MetroMail™ alarm
dialing system, users can receive
alarm notification via any SMS text or
email compatible device.
The system allows for complete
remote access capability that can
save time for the collection system
workers who before would have to go
to every station before knowing what
the problem was. Now it is all on the
screen.
As older municipal systems become
outdated, Metropolitan Industries
of Romeoville, Ill., is at the forefront
in providing innovative solutions
to upgrading controls for water
booster applications, control storm
and wastewater collection and
treatment systems and monitoring
vital municipal pumping stations.
Metropolitan has the knowledge and
experience to design, integrate and
maintain a custom SCADA system to
fit every site’s requirement.
Metropolitan Industries has been
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working with SCADA systems since
the technology’s inception and can
provide customers with the most up
to date solutions for monitoring and
communication equipment. During
tough economic climates, SCADA
systems are wise investments that
pay for themselves with improved
allocation of resources for system
maintenance, scheduling, archiving of
data and troubleshooting.
Metropolitan has implemented a new
and improved level management
system, the LMS II, into various pump
systems used at Chicago O’Hare
International Airport. The LMS II is a
pre-programmed, transducer-based
level controller with a color touch

screen operator interface. Users
can seamlessly alter pump options,
transducer options providing access
to basic SCADA features at a costeffective price. Each unit comes
complete with integrated help
screens, making system operation
easy and intuitive. The LMS II is a
menu-configurable, constant speed,
pump down level controller, allowing
for the control of one to three pumps,
with pre-programmed configurations
for single/dual level transducers, 0-20
mA flow meter input, and an/or a
completely redundant float backup
controller.
In an effort to prepare for future city
improvements, communities, like

LMSII NEW FEATURES NOW AVAILABLE
(STANDARD AS OF 2015)
•

Variable Frequency Drive functionality available (Discrete wired OR 485 Comm)

•

Flow Estimation for monitoring inflow and discharge rates (constant speed)

•

REMOTE ACCESS to touch screen via computer or smart phone

•

SCADA READY – Distributed SCADA provides “SCADA in a box” readiness

•

Added Flexibility for Storm Water Applications

•

Enhanced Communication Options (M2M…VPN…Remote hosted option…etc)

Rock Falls, Ill., have also made upgrades
to their methods of communication.
These upgrades have provided a more
efficient operation for SCADA systems and
helps owners save money they may have
otherwise spent.
A renovation to the Rock Falls Water
Reclamation Facility brought an opportunity
to upgrade the City’s lift stations as well.
After having supplied new Control Panels
to all ten of Rock Falls lift stations, the
city turned to Metropolitan to provide an
efficient and more versatile controller to one
of the City’s older lift stations as well.
Upgrading below ground pump stations
with above ground solutions protects both
the investment of systems and the well
being of operators. Metropolitan’s upgraded
control solutions have helped eliminate
much of the excessive labor associated with
the design, engineering and programming of
controls.
These systems are also capable of providing
a more reliable communication network,
which is the most vital aspect of a SCADA
system.
Problems inherent to difficult pumping
applications like water supply, storm water
management and wastewater collection
are solved with a comprehensive package
of pumps, controls, treatment and
distribution, instrumentation equipment,
emergency power and often Metropolitan’s
computerized SCADA control systems.
Metropolitan also offers a cost-effective level
switch or pressure sensor controller using
microprocessor technology, Metropolitan’s
Intellipump is a simple and effective pump
controller, alternating two pumps with the
ability to detect alarm.
Whether an upgrade to a simple sump and
sewage application or a more sophisticated
program for a lift station, Metropolitan has
provided customers with single source
responsibility, which allows issues to be
solved quickly and end-users can eliminate
the need to consult with multiple vendors.

Did you know?
Metropolitan specializes in custom designed
fabrication, custom engineered solutions, singlesource responsibility. All systems are factory prepiped, wired and fully tested.
Welders are certified to ASME section 9 and
adhere to our AWS Standard Welding Procedure
Specification.
Metropolitan’s fabrication department has the
capability to customize a system to match any
size or configuration requirement specific to your
application.
By combining custom engineering, superior control
solutions and single source responsibility, our
custom fabrication capabilities are endless.
We fabricate piping to any dimension or configure
for flexibility in tight quarters.
Custom dimensioned fittings ensure new pump
systems function in existing configurations and can
replace leaking or undersized existing fittings.
Special fabrication for modifying existing
installations to accommodate new model pumps.
Housed systems are available with a variety of third
party approvals including UL 508A, UL QCZJ and UL
QRNZ.
The completed custom fabrication is then fully
tested to meet or exceed the on-site performance
standards prior to shipping.
Custom Design Features May Also Include:
• Pump system chemical equipment
• Generators
• Variable speed controls
• Flow meters
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CITY OF JOLIET UNDERGOES MAJOR SYSTEM
UPGRADE
The City of Joliet, considered to be Illinois’s fastest growing city, recently underwent
a major upgrade to its aging collection system infrastructure.
Written By: Melissa Young
Contact Information: (815) 886-9200 ext 260 or pr@
metropolitanind.com

In conjunction with General
Contractor, Joseph J. Henderson
and Engineer, Baxter & Woodman,
Metropolitan Industries supplied
the City of Joliet with a Sanitary
Lift Station to upgrade the existing
service to residences and businesses
on the West side of Joliet. The
prefabricated housed system replaced
the original infrastructure with a
new prefabricated valve station and
control house designed to handle flow
from a new four pump lift station.

went into completing the nearly
20’ wide by 32’ long structure. The
building is fully customized to fit the
specifications from the City of Joliet
Public Works Department.

pumps and controls throughout the
city are working properly.
To give the City of Joliet “peace
of mind” until the city’s SCADA
communication system is upgraded
and installed, Metropolitan also
installed MetroMail, an alarm and
messaging system.

Metropolitan Industries supplied the
building and the 12” discharge piping
inside including connection to three
existing force mains through a 24”
The temporary communication
header assembly and electricallyactuated plug valves to direct the flow. system was installed within one day
and by the afternoon the owner was
receiving text messages.
Also updated were the valves and
flow metering, which are now above
According to Pete Bjerning, general
ground, eliminating the need for
contractor at Joseph J. Henderson,
confined space entry.
the biggest challenge was identifying
A maximum of three pumps are
the layout of the piping and matching
The off-load process was unique
expected to run while the fourth pump
it exactly to the site conditions.
because the building had to be off
acts as a backup in the event that one
loaded at the street and reach the
pump is out of service. Heavy flows
entire distance to the new station site. “The whole process of installing a
come in at the West Park site in Joliet
prefabricated building was new to us
so it was important to have a fourth
Proper communication between these and we were very happy with how it
pump installed.
systems and Public Works employees turned out”, Bjerning said, “We were
glad to see that everything came out
is a major element in assuring all
There was tremendous effort that
well with the building when it was
delivered and there were no major
Below photos show the stages from laying the foundation, the building delivery and the placement of the
final product. Upper right photo shows interior of the prefabricated building.
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issues getting the piping to line up.”
“It was a bonus to have the
manufacturer (Metropolitan) local as
well,” Bjerning added.
Jim Snell, engineer at Baxter &
Woodman agreed that getting the
seven pipes to line up smoothly was
the biggest challenge. Snell also
added that keeping the old lift station
live while the project was going on
was a major challenge that ended in
success.
“We were very lucky to have a great
client in the City of Joliet,” Snell said,
“They are a great city to work with.”
What these turnkey solutions mean to
our customers is faster construction
times and lower project costs.
The problem sometimes facing
owners and engineers is a lack of
usable indoor space at facilities. One
of the only practical options available
is to house the valves, meters and
controls together in a massive houselike facility and ultimately mount
the housed system outside. Other
considerations that are taken into
account is for the facility to be able
to handle the region’s harsh winter
environment.
The housed control/valve structure

The combination of all of the
strengths from the parties involved
is evidenced by our ability to help
customers visualize finished products.
Our knowledge and experience in
Most of the time it is neither beneficial pumping and mechanical equipment
nor economical to ship the system
joined with our engineering and
in pieces and assemble it at the job
fabrication capabilities allow us
site. Prefabricating the system into manufacture complete housed
house provides the added benefit
systems. We use state-of-the-art
of having a controlled environment
control technologies to create custom
during the manufacturing process
housed solutions best suited to fit the
and allowing delivery on time and
applications of our customers.
on budget. Prefabricating a system
Throughout design and
such as buildings like this benefits
manufacturing, we utilize the latest
the customer by eliminating the
technologies and highest quality
headaches involving scheduling,
components with the goal of
logistics and varying site conditions.
was completely manufactured at
Metropolitan and then delivered to
its site location, where the roof was
installed.
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IS IT TIME TO UPDATE
YOUR SWITCHES?
Power

Relay output to existing floats

Up to 5 Ion® Sensors

Join Us!
AT OUR 2015 OPEN HOUSE

FOR TOURS, CLASSES, FOOD & FUN!
Where

Are you tired of your
mechanical float
switches failing, but
don’t want to go through
the hassle of replacing
your entire control
system? Metropolitan
introduces a new way
to continue using your
original level control
system without having to depend on the
unreliable mechanical style floats.
The Ion Converter uses the digital
level information received from the
revolutionary Ion digital level sensors
produces dry contact outputs that mimic
operation typical of level switches. By
operating the Ion Converter and the Ion
sensors, the significant problems caused
by using unreliable mechanical style floats
are now eliminated. Simply make the
switch to the revolutionary Ion Sensors
without having to replace the original
control panel.

See how we can work together to
use our water wisely. 815-886-9200
or www.metropolitanind.com
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When

Why

Metropolitan
Sept. 25, 2015
We’re celebrating
Industries, Inc.
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
our 58th year of
37 Forestwood Drive Food & Drinks from innovating the water
Romeoville Il 60586
12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
industry.

Driving innovation to your facility

Metropolitan Industries introduces the Metropolitan
Mobile Showroom. We are taking our custom design and
innovative solution expertise on the road. Now customers
have an opportunity to see our latest innovations in their own backyard. That’s
right, we are inviting you to sign-up to learn more about the products and
experts behind our products, bringing the Mobile Showroom to your facility.
Complete with a water display, various pumps and control equipment,
Metropolitan’s Municipal display trailer can best be described as a trade show
on wheels featuring the latest technology from Metropolitan Industries.
We will visit your facility with an opportunity for your employees to earn
continuing education hours as well.
What better way to show you the best solutions then bringing the experts to
you? For more information or to schedule a trailer day, call us at 815-886-9200
or email us at sales@metropolitanind.com.

VILLAGE OF LANSING
When the Village of Lansing, Ill., received approval for a full SCADA upgrade for the
village’s lift stations, the Village called on Metropolitan to assist them in their quest
to upgrade controls and communications for all 14 of the village’s lift stations.
Written By: Melissa Young
Contact Information: (815) 886-9200 ext 260
or pr@metropolitanind.com

Along the lines of what Metropolitan’s
Infrastructure class teaches, certain
equipment, like pumps, controls and
accessories can be added to improve
present water pumping systems,
existing storm water or sanitary
lift stations, standby power needs,
chemical feed systems and/or water
and wastewater process equipment.
Metropolitan has always
recommended that villages try to
eliminate confined spaces by bringing
controls above ground and replacing
old “auto-dialer” systems with modern
communication methods. One
option is “owner-direct” equipment
procurement, to expedite the process
and save money on the bid-construct
concept.
A project that began in early 2014
and by the end, the Village of Lansing
will have upgraded 14 Lift Stations.
The upgrades will include both storm
water and sanitary lift stations with a

Above: Left photo: Control system and standby generator inside the prefabricated house.
Right photo: A control house before delivery to the Village of Lansing. Part of an extensive 14 lift station
upgrade to the village.

variety of stainless steel traffic boxes,
four prefabricated housed buildings,
existing control system retrofits, a
weather station and a new SCADA
system.
The project is wrapping up phase 1
of the upgrades and somewhere in
the future they will begin Phase 2
which will totally eliminate confined
space. The lift stations are designed
to direct sanitary and storm flows to
the Metropolitan Water Reclamation
District.
The new SCADA system upgrades
will for the first time include the lift
stations throughout town for the
Village of Lansing, which will monitor
their system more closely to help
avoid emergencies through SCADA,
which can now also help to quantify
sewer lining needs in attempt to
prevent rain water from getting in to
the sanitary lift stations. The control
system can also determine which

pumps are not working efficiently, the
proper cycle times and so many more
features that will allow the operator to
make level changes, view trends, and
be more proactive with the system
directly on the operator interface/
touchscreen, either remotely or at the
station.
The majority of the stations will
incorporate the LMS II, a preprogrammed level controller with a
color touch screen operator interface.
The LMS II allows users to seamlessly
alter pump sequence options,
transducer level controls, even basic
flow calculations, and more, providing
access to basic SCADA features at a
cost-effective price.
The new control systems will also
include Metropolitan’s Metro-Mail with
M2M cellular service which ensures
that static IP is maintained, providing
a more reliable communication
service to the end user.
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Metropolitan
Industries, Inc.
37 Forestwood Drive
Romeoville, IL 60446

REGISTER BY PHONE
(815) 886-9200 ext. 260

SEMINARS 2015

REGISTER ONLINE AT
www.metropolitanind.com/training

Are you interested in attending one of our 2015 seminars for continuing education or professional development hours? Future dates will be released
at a later time, so please check in at www.metropolitanind.com/training for updated schedules. All seminars are conducted at our facility in
Romeoville, Ill. For complete descriptions, enrollment information and how we can bring courses to your facility, please visit www.metropolitanind.
com/training. All courses are free of charge and lunch is always provided.
Residential

Residential-Commercial Plumbing Applications &
Tankless Water Heaters Sump & Sewage
4 CEUs (IEPA*, ILDPH**), 4 PDHs***
Dates TBD

HVAC

Mechanical- Steam Basics
3 PDHs***
Wednesday, August 26- 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Condensate Return Systems
3 PDHs***
Wednesday, October 14- 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm

Municipal

Commercial

How To Get The Most From Your SCADA System:
4 CEUs (IEPA*), 4 PDHs***
Wednesday, October 28- 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
Wednesday, December 16- 9:00 am - 2:00 pm

Commercial Building Pressure Reducing Valves Application / Operation / Maintenance / Repair
4 PDHs***
Wednesday, August 19- 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Wednesday, November 18- 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Infrastructure Improvements- ABCs of Pump
System Improvements
4 CEUs (IEPA*), 4 PDHs***
Wednesday, September 2- 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
Wednesday, November 4- 9:00 am - 2:00 pm

*Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
**Illinois Department of Public Health
***Professional Development Hours

Self-Priming Pump Application/ Installation/
Operation/ Maintenance
4 PDHs***
Wednesday, October 21- 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Wednesday, December 2- 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Where: Metropolitan Industries, Inc
37 Forestwood Drive, Romeoville, IL 60446

